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Pretty Little Liars meets Momento in this
debut YA thriller.

When Allie Castillo wakes up after a terrible car accident,
with head injuries and zero recollection of who she is or
what happened, one thing haunts the edges of her mind:
the crash may not have been an accident. 

Her body still bruised, she returns to a life she doesn’t
recall, to a house that’s unfamiliar, and to a family that
doesn’t feel like her own. School is another minefield—her
boyfriend wants his girl back, her best friend wants to carry
on their old partying ways, and the mysterious guy at the
back of the classroom wants nothing more than to unlock
the door to her forgotten memories. 

As Allie learns about her notorious past, she grows to
dislike who she was preaccident. She’s determined to
change, determined not to repeat the same mistakes. But
when her life is put in jeopardy once more, Allie realizes
that her only chance at survival is to remember who she
used to be—even if that means abandoning who she wants
to become. 

Blackout

by K. Monroe
1.3M Reads

@BATEAUX

K. Monroe grew up in small-town Saskatchewan and began sharing her work online at the age of
fourteen. She attended college in Vancouver, where she earned an associate certificate in graphic
design. When she’s not writing, you can find her brainstorming ideas, singing along to every song in her
music library, and fantasizing about decorating her dream apartment. Blackout is her debut novel. 

YA Thriller YAF062000 YAF042000 YAF058150

Suspense, mystery, amnesia, new experience

ISBN: 9781989365731

January 25, 2022

$11.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 272 pp



Love is right beneath the surface in
this heartfelt summer read for fans of
Sarah Dessen and Jenny Han.

Waverly Lyons has been caught in the middle of her
parents’ divorce for as long as she can remember.
This summer, the battle rages over who she’ll spend
her vacation with, and when Waverly’s options are
shot down, it’s bye-bye Fairbanks, Alaska and hello
Holden, Florida to stay with her aunt.

Coming from the tundra of the north, the beach
culture isn’t exactly Waverly’s forte. The sun may just
be her mortal enemy, and her vibe is decidedly not
chill. To top it off? Her ability to swim? Nonexistent.

Enter Blake, the (superhot) boy next door. Charming
and sweet, he welcomes Waverly into his circle. For
the first time in her life, Waverly has friends, a social
life, and soon enough, feelings...for Blake. As the two
grow closer, Waverly’s fortunes begin to look up. But
every summer must come to an end, and letting go is
hardest when you’ve finally found where you belong.

Float

by Kate Marchant

25.9M Reads

@TOASTEDBAGELS

Kate Marchant started writing on Wattpad at fifteen years old and now holds a bachelor’s degree in
creative writing from the University of Southern California. She lives and works in the San Francisco
Bay Area. Float is her debut novel.

YA Romance YAF052010 YAF011000 YAF058150

Romance, coming of age, beach read

ISBN: 9781989365977

February 22, 2022

$11.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 376 pp



A teen girl reaches her breaking point in
this contemporary novel reminiscent of
Jennifer Lopez’s Enough.

For Maddie Goodwright and her mom, a six-hour flight from
New York City to Los Angeles will change their lives as
they leave behind broken relationships and shattered
dreams. But a new school, a new home, and a new group
of friends can’t heal the wounds of the past. To move
forward, Maddie will have to reinvent herself.

When Maddie’s stepcousins take her to the local
underground fight club, it’s only a matter of time before
boxer Hayden Walker catches her eye. Strong, powerful,
and confident—he’s everything Maddie isn’t, but definitely
wants to be. Convincing Hayden to train her is hard, not
falling for him will be even harder.

As Maddie transforms both inside and out of the ring, her
past returns with a vengeance, determined to ruin
everything. Except this time he’s not ready for her to face
him head-on.  

Gaslight

by Rachael Rose

14.6M Reads

@OFFICIALRACHAELROSE

Rachael Rose grew up in Solihull, England and graduated from Brunel University of London with a BA in
English. Her passion for literature led to the writing of her debut novel, Gaslight, which has amassed over ten
million reads. When she’s not writing, Rachael can be found teaching, candle making, or watching quirky
romance movies with her two cats. 

YA Contemporary YAF052020, YAF058170, YAF059090

Romance, family relationships, mental/physical abuse, boxing

ISBN: 9781989365618

March 29, 2022

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 352 pp



One girl makes the ultimate sacrifice to find
and save her sister in this juicy vampire
novel.

When my sister went missing a few weeks ago, I knew I had
to figure out a way to get into Belle Morte to find her. And
so, here I am, offering myself up as a donor, actually letting
hated vampires feed on me, all so that I can discover not
just why she’s disappeared, but where they’re keeping her. 

Only now that I’m here, the secrets are much bigger than I
ever anticipated. The truth—about this world, these
vampires, what’s happened to my sister—is both shocking
and terrifying. But what’s even more frightening is how much
I’ve come to care about Edmund Dantes, and those feelings
are set to ruin my life forever. 

And when my world changes in an instant, I know I’ll never
go back to my old life again. I’ll never be me, again—I’ll be
forever changed. Belle Morte will have changed me,
completely.

Belle Morte

by Bella Higgin
3.8M Reads

@BELLA_HIGGIN

Bella Higgin fell in love with vampire fiction after reading an illustrated copy of Dracula as a kid, so it was
inevitable that her debut novel would be about vampires. She currently lives in a small English town not
far from the sea, where she writes full time. Her works on Wattpad have amassed more than twelve
million reads. One day she hopes to have enough money to build a TARDIS in her garden. 

YA Paranormal YAF052050 YAF065000 YAF045000

Romance, vampires, paranormal, urban fantasy

ISBN: 9781989365892

April 5, 2022

$18.99 USD / $24.99 CAD

Hardcover

5.25” x 8.25” 336 pp





30.8M Reads

A QB Bad Boy novel

ISBN: 9780993689949

August 13,2019

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 384 pp

ISBN: 9781989365670

July 21, 2020

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 368 pp

A QB love story that spans generations!

The longer Dallas tells herself she
doesn't need Dray, the quicker she
realizes it might be time to forget what
she needs and go after what she
wants.

Leroy and Ellie must discover if their
passion is enough to help them get
through what might possibly be the
greatest challenge of their lives in the
prequel to the best-selling The QB Bad
Boy and Me.

2.2M Reads

A QB Bad Boy novel

YA Contemporary

YAF052000, YAF052020,

YAF052060

 

YA Contemporary

YAF052000, YAF052020,

YAF058040

 



Fall in love with the 

With Me series!

Staying under the radar is what
keeps Amelia one step ahead of
the man who is trying to find and
destroy her.

Will Amelia, Aiden, and their friends
be strong enough to make it out of
winter break in one piece?

142M Reads

Book 1 With Me series

ISBN: 9781989365021

January 7, 2020

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 328 pp

ISBN: 9781989365311

January 7, 2020

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 312 pp

48.3M Reads

Book 2 With Me series

 Optioned for TV by

Sony Television

Faced with an impossible choice
between love and survival, Amelia and
Aiden’s devotion to each other is
tested like never before. 

21.6M Reads

Book 3 With Me series

ISBN: 9781989365694

November 23, 2021

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 336 pp

YA Contemporary 

YAF052020, 

YAF062000, YAF011000

YA Contemporary 

YAF052020, 

YAF062000, YAF011000

YA Contemporary 

YAF052020, 

YAF062000, YAF011000



678K Reads

Book 1 I’m a Gay Wizard series

ISBN: 9780993689901

October 29, 2019

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 368 pp

ISBN: 9781989365366

October 27, 2020

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 280 pp

You do magic once, and it sticks to

you like glitter glue…

When Johnny and his best friend,
Alison, pass their summer holidays
dabbling in magic, they never expect it
to have consequences.

Johnny and his friends discover that
they’re in Dreamhaven—the Marduk
Institute’s mystical prison for wizards—
and they’re trapped.

76.5K Reads

Book 2 I’m a Gay Wizard series

YA Fantasy 

YAF019000, YAF019050,

YAF031000

 

YA Fantasy 

YAF019000, YAF019050,

YAF031000

 



1.4M Reads

What Happened That Night

ISBN: 9781989365205

April 13, 2021

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 328 pp

ISBN: 9781989365472

May 18, 2021

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 392 pp

Twisty thrillers from

Deanna Cameron

When Golden boy Griffin Tomlin is
found dead, everyone looks to Clara
Porterfield to find out what really
happened that night.

Torn between two identities: the daughter
of a single drug addict and the middle child
of a well-respected senator, Bronwyn is
forced to navigate through this new,
unfamiliar life alone and with a gut feeling
she can’t shake: her mother’s killer isn’t
unfamiliar.

1M Reads

Homewrecker

YA Thriller

YAF062000, YAF018060,

YAF058030

 

YA Thriller

YAF062000, YAF058170,

YAF042000

 



Sweet Romances
ISBN: 9781989365458

June 22, 2021

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25" x 8.25" 312pp

YA Contemporary 

YAF052020, 

YAF018070, YAF047030

ISBN: 9781989365328

September 22, 2020

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25" x 8.25" 320 pp

YA Contemporary 

YAF052020, 

YAF058120, YAF059110

ISBN: 9781989365571

August 10, 2021

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25" x 8.25" 304 pp

YA Contemporary 

YAF052020, 

YAF058220, YAF018020

80.8M Reads

The Hoodie Girl

When the star athlete/heartthrob of
Eastview High takes a sudden interest
in remarkably average Wren Martin all
her instincts tell her to hide. But when
their undeniable connection turns from
friendship into something more she has
to decide if love is worth letting her
guard down.

21.2M Reads

The Bro Code

Nick needs to decide if being with the
girl of his dreams is worth breaking The
Bro Code’s most important rule of all:
never date your best bro’s sister . . .
because he can’t have both.

27.7M Reads

Along For the Ride

Katelyn's always been about soccer.
But when she's forced to tag along on
tour with her superstar brother, there's
some serious chemistry between her
and the lead singer of the opening act.



108M Reads

The Bad Boy and the Tomboy

ISBN: 9781989365335

October 20, 2020

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25" x 8.25" 360 pp

 

ISBN: 9781989365236

March 9, 2021

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 336 pp

Bad Boy Romances

Soccer-obsessed Macy Anderson is
not impressed when she first
encounters the school’s cocky bad boy
Sam Cahill. But when Sam’s walls start
to come down, Macy may find that she
has found her match, on and off the
soccer field.

When Scarlet accidentally slams into her
school’s resident bad-boy-slash-outcast,
Elijah Black, in the hallway, he shakes up
more than her notebooks. As they grow
closer, Elijah lets Scarlet into his hidden life
of underground fighting, where long-buried
secrets that impact both of their lives
unravel. Before long, Elijah and Scarlet are
in too deep to turn back, and the only way
they’ll survive is to stick together. 

14.1M Reads

Fight For Her

YA Contemporary 

YAF052020,

YAF058050, YAF059110

 

YA Contemporary 

YAF052020,

YAF058030, YAF037000

 



491K Reads

Revenge of the Sluts

ISBN: 9781989365519

February 2, 2021

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 328 pp

 

ISBN: 9781989365373

September 29, 2020

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 320 pp

 

Hard-hitters

When intimate pictures of seven female
students are anonymously emailed to
the entire school, Eden is determined
to get to the bottom of it and finds
unlikely allies in the seven young
women themselves. Banding together
to find the perpetrator, the tables are
about to be turned. The Slut Squad is
fighting back!

When Sol joins her community college’s
history club, it comes with an odd initiation
process: break into Westray’s oldest house
and steal . . . a fork? This one chance
encounter irrevocably alters her life, and
Sol soon learns that sometimes fitting in
isn’t as important as being yourself—even
if that’s the hardest thing she’s ever had to
do.

420K Reads

Historically Inaccurate

YA Contemporary 

YAF058220,

YAF058040, YAF022000

 

YA Contemporary 

YAF052020,

YAF058100, YAF014000

 



1.3M Reads

Given

ISBN: 9781989365632

January 5, 2021

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 480 pp

 

ISBN: 9781989365168

June 16, 2020

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 312 pp

 

Books by Black Authors

“Absorbing” 
—School Library Journal

As young warrior princess Yenni sets
out on a journey to save her father's life
she meets Weysh, a shape shifting
dragon, who believes that Yenni is his
Given—his destiny. As her feelings for
Weysh unexpectedly grow, Yenni faces
her greatest challenge—to save her
father, while also following her heart.

It’s the summer of 1955. For Ethan Harper, a
biracial kid raised mostly by his white father,
race has always been a distant conversation.
When he’s sent to spend the summer with
his aunt and uncle in small-town Alabama,
his blackness is suddenly front and center,
but the town’s resident oddball and free
spirit, Juniper, is everything the townspeople
aren’t—open, kind, and accepting.

665K Reads

The Invincible Summer of Juniper

Jones

YA Fantasy 

YAF019030, 

YAF002030, YAF014000 

 

YA Contemporary 

YAF058190, 

YAF011000, YAF024170

 



LGBTQIAP+ Romances

ISBN: 9781989365816

June 1, 2021

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25" x 8.25" 384 pp

YA Contemporary 

YAF052040,

YAF052070, YAF054010

 

ISBN: 9781989365250

June 30, 2020

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25" x 8.25" 288 pp

YA Contemporary 

YAF052040,

YAF059030, YAF058020

 

ISBN: 9781989365144

March 10, 2020

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25" x 8.25" 264 pp

YA Contemporary 

YAF052040,

YAF031000, YAF011000

 

7M Reads

Lab Partners

Unassuming outcast Elliot Goldman is
just trying to get through his final year
of high school—until he meets his new
lab partner, Jordan Hughes. Together
they fight high school scrutiny, repel
bullies with punk rock, and celebrate
who they are in this heartwarming
exploration of what it means to fall in
love for the very first time.

578K Reads

Night Owls and Summer Skies

When her mother unceremoniously
dumps her at Camp Mapplewood for
the summer, Emma Lane draws the
attention of her illusive and attractive
camp counselor, Vivian Black.

2.5M Reads

Never Kiss Your Roommate

Four queer students attending the most
exclusive boarding school will have to
watch their backs when an anonymous
blogger is bent on revealing all their
secrets.



1.4M Reads

Creatures of the Night

ISBN: 9781989365496

July 13, 2021

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 296 pp

 

ISBN: 9781989365342

July 27, 2021

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 296 pp

 

Spooky Reads

Milena’s twentieth birthday, the day she
would join the ranks of her village’s
hunters, and help protect her village
from the murderous wolves who take
human form—the creatures of the night.
But a chance encounter with Elias, the
enigmatic leader of the creatures, leaves
her questioning everything she has ever
believed to be true.

Plagued by constant bullying Mildred
stumbles upon the Crossroads Magicks shop
and skeptically buys a revenge curse.
But when she begins to lose control and
Roanoke students are found brutally
murdered, Mildred realizes that she may
have bought more than she bargained for.
With time running out, Mildred will have to
stop the terrible forces she’s unleashed or
lose her soul forever.

1.7M Reads

Swallow

YA Fantasy 

YAF068000,

YAF019030, YAF052050

YA Contemporary 

YAF027010,

YAF045000, YAF058020

 



362K Reads

Down World

ISBN: 9781989365595

March 30, 2021

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 376 pp

 

ISBN: 9781989365533

January 19, 2021

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 400 pp

 

Science Fiction

As the new kid in school and still reeling
from the unexplained death of her
brother, Robbie, Marina O'Connell is
only interested in one thing: leaving the
past behind. But a chance encounter
with handsome Brady Picelli changes
everything. He will lead Marina to a
startling discovery. The Down World is
real and the past, present, and future
are falling out of balance. 

Sixteen-year-old Emilee Laurence is
obsessed with the Famoux—they provide a
refuge from her troubled home life and the
bullies at school. When she receives an
unimaginable offer to become a member
herself, she takes it. Leaving behind
everything she’s ever known, Emilee enters
a world of high glamour and even higher
stakes. 

5.2M Reads

The Famoux

YA Paranormal 

YAF045000, 

YAF011000, YAF018070

YA Science Fiction 

YAF003000,

YAF058030, YAF015000



1.3M Reads

Crossbones

ISBN: 9781989365793

October 5, 2021

$17.99 USD / $22.99 CAD

Hardcover

5.25” x 8.25” 376 pp

 

ISBN: 9781989365717

December 7, 2021

$17.99 USD / $22.99 CAD

Hardcover

5.25” x 8.25” 352 pp

 

Action & Adventure

The Blood Bell tolls, marking the death of
the pirate king and the start of the Trials—
a heart-stopping competition where the
reward is the Bone Crown. Only one
contender can claim the coveted island
throne; each will gamble life and limb to
win. Csilla. Kane. Lorelei. Each on a
mission. The sea, however, has other
plans. Dark tides are rising, and if they
aren’t careful, they’ll surely drown.

As the only female to survive the devastating
virus, Ara hasn’t seen another human in
months—not since her father disappeared.
The plague has swept away humanity, and
Ara’s world is desolate. When Kaden and his
crew catch Ara stealing from them, they are
furious—and confused. She is the first girl
they have seen in three years. And while
Kaden knows taking her captive is wrong, he
tells himself he’s doing it to protect her.

13M Reads

The Last She

YA Fantasy 

YAF001010,

YAF019030, YAF052050

 

YA Dystopian 

YAF003000,

YAF001000, YAF015000

 



Sweet Contemporary Novels

ISBN: 9781989365298

September 21, 2021

$18.99 USD / $23.99 CAD

Hardcover

5.25” x 8.25” 392 pp

 

YA Coming of Age 

YAF058090, YAF052060,

YAF018070

 

ISBN: 9781989365953

October 26, 2021

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25” x 8.25” 344 pp

 

YA Fiction 

YAF011000, YAF014000,

YAF023010

 

ISBN: 9780993689925

October 22, 2019

$17.99 USD / $22.99 CAD

Hardcover

5.25” x 8.25” 360 pp

 

YA Fiction 

YAF058250, YAF052070,

YAF011000

 

20.8M Reads

Saving Everest

When Everest attempts suicide, no
one around him understands why.
He’s the most popular boy in school.
Enter Beverly. Quiet, shy, and
hardworking—when she stumbles on
Everest in a dusty corner of the old
library, she does the one thing she
swore she never would: let someone
in.

338K Reads

Rest Easy

When heartsore Dee Warrington and
eccentric Naya Stephens both find
themselves volunteering at Salvation
Hill Nursing Home, the sparks are sadly
earthbound. But as they slowly unravel
the history of a resident at the home
together, they find that some
friendships can withstand the test of
time.

280K Reads

Big Boned

Lori Palmer is the new girl at Bay Water
High, and fitting in has never been
harder. When she discovers a new
artistic release that unknowingly ignites
a powerful movement she realizes that
standing up for what you believe in is
just as important as standing up for
yourself. 



7.4M Reads

Confessions About Colton

ISBN: 9781989365106

March 3, 2020

$17.99 USD / $22.99 CAD

Hardcover

5.25" x 8.25" 360 pp

 

ISBN: 9781989365182

July 7, 2020

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25" x 8.25" 336 pp

Mystery Thrillers

When smart and charismatic teen Colton
Crest disappears, and is later found dead,
his best friend, Elliot Parker, is pulled into a
psychological manhunt to track down a
killer who’s determined to toy with him at
every step.

Five years after almost drowning, Olivia
Cathart returns home determined to face
her fears. But life in the sleepy town has
changed, and no one and nothing is as it
seems.

1.4M Reads

The Summer I Drowned

YA Mystery

YAF062000, YAF042000,

YAF058120

 

YA Thriller

YAF062000, YAF011000,

YAF058140

 



10.6M Reads

Entwined

ISBN: 9781989365120

August 25, 2020

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25" x 8.25" 288 pp

ISBN: 9780993689932

October 1, 2019

$10.99 USD / $14.99 CAD

Trade Paperback

5.25" x 8.25" 384 pp

Paranormal Romances

As a member of the Hellenicus, a race
founded in antiquity and descended
directly from the Greek Gods, Avery
Montgomery will soon attend the First
Gathering and gain the ability to
entwine her thoughts with her destined
soul mate. But there’s a problem. Avery
has feelings for two men.

When teen Lila Black arrives at Cupid’s
Matchmaking Service intent on stopping
them from spamming her, her world is
turned inside out when she learns not only
that cupids exist, but that she’s been
matched with the infamous god of love,
Cupid.

56.6M Reads

Cupid's Match

YA Paranormal Romance 

YAF052050, YAF030020, 

YAF019010

 

YA Paranormal Romance 

YAF052050, YAF045000, 

YAF030020

 



2.4M Reads

The Opposite of Falling Apart

ISBN: 9781989365069

February 25, 2020

$17.99 USD / $22.99 CAD

Hardcover

5.25" x 8.25" 432 pp

ISBN: 9780993689956

September 10, 2019

$17.99 USD / $22.99 CAD

Hardcover

5.25" x 8.25" 336 pp

Moving Reads

After losing his leg in a terrible car
accident, Jonas Avery can’t wait to start
over and go away to college. Brennan
Davis, on the other hand, would like
nothing more than to stay home and go to
school so she can keep her anxiety in
check. When the two accidentally meet the
summer before they move away, they’ll
push each other to come to terms with
what’s holding them back even as they’re
pulled closer to taking the biggest leap of
all—falling in love.

Flying high above the big top has always
been Corey Ryder’s passion. Trained as a
trapeze artist from a young age, it’s the
only life she’s ever known—but when a
tragic accident puts a halt to the traveling
circus she calls home, she’s forced to a
standstill.

2.8M Reads

Trapeze

YA Contemporary

YAF052010, YAF023010,

YAF037000

 

YA Literary 

YAF011000, YAF036000, 

YAF018000
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